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T H E  B O T T O M  L I N E  

Nucleus found that the Qstream sales enablement application 

provides triggered training driven by an assessment of 

individual sales people’s weaknesses. Qstream provides sales teams 

with scenario-based challenges that can be completed in 3-5 minutes a day to 

reinforce learning, thereby increasing retention and overall sales 

performance. 

 

T H E  S I T U A T I O N  

Sales teams need to master lots of information about the products or services they 

are selling while engaging in best sales practices, all in an ever-changing market. 

The key to successful sales teams is thus ongoing learning. Sales people, however, 

would rather spend their time making sales. Meanwhile, sales managers responsible 

for learning and development need to target sales learning on areas that drive 

specific performance improvements (such as improved product knowledge or 

reduced reliance on discounting), and sales operations needs to ensure that targets 

are being hit. Managers, however, often find it hard to determine how exactly to 

assess which sales competencies they need to improve to impact performance.  

There is broad recognition that the traditional “sales kickoff” training simply isn’t 

very effective for retention. Although regular “lunch and learn” training is common, 

it’s often targeted for a general audience and doesn’t take into account the realities 

of varying skill sets and performance levels. 

T H E  S O L U T I O N  

Qstream is a sales enablement application that prompts sales people to complete 

scenario-based challenges on their desktop or mobile device that can address a 
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specific individual’s performance. The challenges can be completed in three to five 

minutes and can be created to reinforce company-specific information, industry 

knowledge, and best sales practices. Administrators can develop their own 

company’s deployment of Qstream, choosing from pre-existing content and 

working with over 50 Qstream partners to develop custom content and learning 

strategies. As sales people engage in these challenges, they receive instant results, 

including how they stack up against other team members. Sales people can also 

group into teams to compete on company leader boards.  

As sales people engage in challenges, Qstream provides managers with real-time 

performance analytics based on challenge results. Results can be broken down by 

individual and topic, and Qstream provides managers with recommended actions to 

personalize coaching for individual sales people. Qstream integrates with customer 

relationship management (CRM) systems from Salesforce and Veeva. With these 

integrations, Qstream correlates CRM data, such as increased close rates or deal 

value, with team capabilities as based on Qstream challenge results.  

Time to the first project with Qstream takes around two to six weeks depending on 

the scope and complexity of the deployment. In terms of pricing, Qstream offers 

three value-tiered subscriptions, but generally customers can expect to pay around 

$32 per user per month. 

W H Y  I T  M A T T E R S  

Historically, sales training has been one size fits all and delivered on a programmatic 

basis – and it’s been difficult to measure the real impact of training on individual or 

group improvements. Qstream provides sales managers with a way to target 

training on specific skills, reinforce kickoff training on an ongoing basis, and 

correlate the impact of training on actual sales performance based on CRM data. 

THE NEXT LEVEL OF SALES PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 
Sales managers responsible for learning and development have always faced the 

challenge of reinforcing good sales practices and correcting sales people when their 

strategies fall short. Meanwhile, sales operations managers aim to assess how sales 

teams are performing relative to target sales numbers. Both types of managers are 

challenged to act to improve sales teams’ performance. Qstream provides a tool 

that allows these two sides of sales teams to work together to assess and act on 

areas that most need improvement. 

In looking at the next generation of sales performance management (SPM) 

applications a few years ago, Nucleus saw the future of SPM as integrating SPM 
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applications with CRM and including social capabilities for coaching, recognition, 

and correction (Nucleus Research n75 – The future of sales performance 

management, May 2013). In the report, Nucleus found that adopting integrated, 

social SPM can increase close rates by as much as 10 to 15 percent. Similar to social 

SPM, Qstream’s approach triggers individual or team-specific training based on 

actual sales activity. 

Qstream includes social capabilities in that it allows managers to provide feedback 

in the context of challenges, and provides sales people with a way to interact as they 

compare results and are recognized for good performance. By providing managers 

with performance analytics from challenge results, Qstream also allows managers to 

understand their team’s capabilities, look for areas of improvement, and address 

these areas with in-application coaching.  

With CRM integrations available for Salesforce and Veeva, Qstream also allows 

managers to use these performance analytics to identify links between sales 

performance and sales competencies, which in turn can be used to predict the 

bottom-line impact of their sales teams’ capabilities. With this knowledge, sales 

managers can further target Qstream challenges to key competency areas that they 

see as needing the most improvement. 

EFFECTIVE REINFORCEMENT TO DRIVE PERFORMANCE 
For sales managers to succeed in targeting learning for sales performance, they 

need an application that engages sales people. In our analysis of more than 200 case 

studies and 107 user interviews, Nucleus identified best practices for effective 

application-specific training (Nucleus Research k8 – The payback from application 

training, March 2010). These best practices translate not only to training regarding 

certain applications, but also to general knowledge reinforcement. Qstream fits 

these best practices in the following ways:  

▪ Leverage vendor expertise. The benefit of outsourcing training to a vendor is 

that the vendor has greater expertise in creating and developing training. 

Qstream allows administrators to select and develop content from expert 

partners. Sales managers can therefore direct their efforts to identifying areas 

that need improvement and creating challenges that address these areas, rather 

than finding the best way to deliver that learning. 

▪ Leverage training to drive user adoption. Nucleus found that training users on a 

new application should also focus on what’s in it for them, how it will make their 

jobs easier, and how they can use the application to improve their performance. 

With CRM integrations, Qstream correlates actual sales performance with 
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challenge results, demonstrating to sales people ways in which their training 

efforts impact the bottom line.  

▪ Determine where more training is needed. Nucleus found that organizations 

that monitor employee use of an application on an ongoing basis can easily see 

where additional training is needed. Qstream provides managers with 

performance analytics that show which sales people and teams have been using 

Qstream and how they have been performing. Managers can then determine 

where and they need to focus additional training.  

The fact that Qstream challenges only take users three to five minutes – or 0.8 

percent of their day – also means that using Qstream to improve performance is a 

realistic solution for sales people. 

L O O K I N G  A H E A D  

Qstream has been historically positioned as a training tool, rather than a sales 

enablement application. However, the company’s focus on integration with CRM 

and on providing meaningful data to individual sales people and managers makes it 

more than a traditional training tool. Nucleus expects that Qstream will focus future 

investment on predictive and automation capabilities that leverage the integration 

of CRM-application data on performance. Looking further, in an ideal world, 

Qstream could complete the feedback loop by enabling sales managers to correlate 

Qstream data with particular pipeline activity, providing triggered training in the 

context of the sales cycle – and potentially even using the data to have a more data-

driven view of pipeline forecasting. Managers will benefit from reduced work and 

more specific insights on where they need to develop their sales teams, and sales 

people will benefit from learning that more specifically impacts their actual sales 

performance. 


